3rd JAIPUR FILM WORLD (JFW)-2019
Up to only 30 minutes short film festival
SHORT CINEMA
GOOD CINEMA
EFFECTIVE CINEMA
Date- 5,6,7 April 2019
Screening Venue & Schedule - to be declared on 25th February
Official Selection List of Films - (Total 90 Short films)
Titles of the films as per Alphabetical order
S.
No.

Title

Duration

of the Film

of the Film

Category &
Country
of the Film
Animation

1

1 (One)

8 Min.

About/Synopsis

Director

of the Film

of the Film

A One rupee coin sets on a journey to find its importance
and use in a world dominated by notes of much higher
values..

Ketan Pal
MIT Institute of Design

10x10ft' revolves around a newly married couple, who is
frustrated, as they have to share a one room house with
the groom's parents.
More than 60% of the people in Bombay actually reside
in houses of 10x10 feet or worse. In this city of crowded
homes and cramped desires, where does one find the
space to make love?
A young boy misses the chance to say goodbye to his
dying Mother.
Through a deep desire he wills himself to try to see her
again.

Dhruv Tripathi has just completed his 3 year course of
MA in Filmmaking from The London Film School.he
completed his undergraduate degree in Psychology
and Anthropology, from St. Xavier's College, Mumbai.

from

India

Short Fiction
2

10x10ft

18 Min.

from

United Kingdom

Animation
3

A Drawing

6 Min.

from

United States

Documentary
4

A Lonely Boy's Way

9 Min.

A Lonely Boy's Way tries to find answers to the important
questions when another mass shooting happens.

Brad Condie has worked in filmmaking and animation
for 17+ years. He worked as an artist on six feature
length animated films for Walt Disney Studios. These
were traditionally animated with paper and pencil,
they include: Mulan, Lilo and Stitch, Pocahontas,
Brother Bear, Atlantis. Hunchback of Notre Dame.
He recently contributed effects animation to the
Matthias Pöltinger
Writer/Director based in Munich. Currently studying
Film and working as a Cutter.

from

Germany

Documentary
5

A Place Called Mustang

28 Min.

from

India

Animation
6

Anacronte

15 Min.

from

Argentina

Short Fiction
7

Are You Volleyball ?!

15 Min.

from

Iran

Short Fiction
8

Aunty Ji

20 Min.

from

India

10

11

Autumn Leaf

Banaras Ka'aba-e-Hindusthan

Bio Gas
-Boharipar

20 Min.

30 Min.

Bismillah

What on a first instance appears to be a conflict between
good and evil, is just a struggle within every single one of
us.
The options are clear: to cope with evil and to continue
fighting for our dreams, scarred. The other option is to
surrender submissive to the designs of others.
Anacronte and the Sorcerers of Evil, without any emotion
A group of Arabian spoken asylum seekers arrive to an
English spoken country border and can't keep going.
They conflict with border soldiers everyday till a deafmute baby becomes a catalyst for better communication
between two groups.

Raúl Koler is an Argentinean artist that has been
developing a series of interdisciplinary projects since
the 1990's that include works in literature,
photography and film.

Parveen is a lonely Parsi widow while Geetika is an acid
attack survivor, they both belong to entirely different
worlds, but destiny brings them together to make them
realise that they share a lot more than what meets the
eye.

Adeeb Rais is a Mumbai based Film-maker. He has
made a Feature film 'Main aur Mr. right' starring
Barun Sobti and Shehnaz Treasurywala. 'Aunty Ji'
starring National Award winning actress Shabana
Azmi and Anmol Rodriguez.

Mohammad Bakhshi
Are You Volleyball?!(2017)
Circle (2016)
Stringless kiss (2015)
Emad's birthday night (2013)

Kshitij Kumar Pandey Currently pursuing his MBA
from DoMS, IIT Madras, Kshitij is a passionate
filmmaker and a film blogger. Autumn Leaf is his first
professional short film, and he has made a couple of
short films before. He wants to become a filmmaker.

India

Documentary

Film is based upon the journey of Mirza Ghalib. Ghalib
was a humanist to the core and a rebel against narrow
sectarianism.

Beenu Rajpoot Born and brought up in Punjab now
settled in Delhi. Multi-talented personality, very
creative film maker & fashion designer. Most of her
films are based on Indian Art & Culture and literature.

Villager changed their way of cooking from wood based
to bios gas

Sanjay Bansal is expert of audio visual sector, having
experience 20 years he has made more then 250
documentaries, 100 coeporate films, video spots,
radio pots, serial for doordharshan, zee salam & news
based current affairs programm etc.

Samira comes from Tunisia, she’s 10 years old and lives
in Italy illegally with her father and her brother of 17
years old. One night, she will have to face all alone a
problem that is bigger than her.

Alessandro Grand (born in 1983) is an Italian director
and screenwriter, Doctor in Performing Arts at the
University of Tor Vergata and teacher in directing and
screenplay. He achieved notoriety in the shorts circuit
in 2010.

from

from

India

Documentary
8 Min.

from

India

Short Fiction
12

Santanu Ray

This film is a socio-political drama. It revolves around a
student's quest to find a mysterious poet named Ik Man.
As the film progresses, we delve deeper into the deeply
troubled lives of the characters and also come face to
face with the harsh realities of the times they live in.

Short Fiction
9

A Place Called Mustang is a documentary of my solo
motorcycle journey to Mustang valley in mid-eastern
Nepal.It depicts the pristine culture of the
people,serenity of the nature,loneliness of the nights and
the toughness of the roads.

15 Min.

from

Iran

Short Fiction
13

Breakfast with Tiffany

15 Min.

from

Colombia

Short Fiction
14

Burning

18 Min.

from

India

Camera Obscura

7 Min.

Andrés Molano Moncada born in Bogotá, Colombia in
1971. Graduated from the Universidad Externado of
Colombia of Social Communicator in 1995. 20 years
experience in film and TV.

Burning' is a conversation between two young mothers
brought together by strange and cruel social realities, at
a funeral ghat in Varanasi. Facing myriad forms of
patriarchal violence, they build an instant bonding and
understanding towards each other while trying to strike a

VS Sanoj is a filmmaker, script writer and an award
winning journalist from India.

bizarre deal they were pushed to negotiate.

One day, I man buy an old polaroid from a stranger. Soon
he finds out that it is not just for taking photos…

Andrei Olănescu twenty two years old student in the
third year at National University of Theatre and Film
"I.L. Caragiale" studying to fulfill his dream of
becoming a director, class of professor Doru Nițescu.
After he graduated Belle Arts High School in 2015.

A letter, a broken heart. The sound of the rain. A black
cat, a plan.

O'Neil Bürgi

…the night never sleeps…
And when it does, its all dark, its all silent… And the doors
shall remain closed!
What if, in this stillness of the night, someone knocks at
your door and asks for help?

Kishlay Singhai started her career with photography
and worked in advertising agencies. Gradually she
moved into filmmaking, she worked as an assistant
director in television and films. She has directed
documentaries, short films.

India

Chhotu is a story of a young rebellious Kid, who doesn't
know what to do with his mysterious skills. When he
starts working in a restaurant for survival, People there
also discourage him a lot. But Finally, he gets what he
deserves. To know How the story unfolds, watch Chhotu.

Aditya is a thorough student of literature and world
cinema. He previously worked as Content-Head for
Muvizz.com. Before joining Muvizz has devoted his
three years to Theatre where he performed full length
Solo plays.

Short Fiction

During a professional conference in Prague, two
simultanous interpreters in the Hungarian booth realize
that only one person is listening to them.

Barnabás Tóth Independent writer, director and
producer since his diploma from Budapest Film School
in 2003. Often works in international productions as
assistant director. Owns his production company
Tadam Film.

Veemsen Lama is a Nepalese filmmaker, dreamer and
YouTuber based in London who became storyteller
from his journey of being a front-line soldier. He lives
in London, but he left his heart in Kathmandu.

United Kingdom

In the midst of the Maoist revolution, Ram, a guerrilla
fighter, returns home to celebrate the festival of Dashain,
only to realise that if he is to feed his family and send his
daughter to school, he must sell Chyanti, the family goat,
so beloved by his daughter, Sani.

Short Fiction

Coffee? Coffee!' is a sweet romantic short film about a
mature couple on their first date. run the store become
the subject for her story.

Shoneel Shrikant Yallattikar is a aspiring film maker
from Mumbai.Graduated as a Mass Media student
from Ramnarain Ruia College, he kept on working for
his passion of telling stories. Right now he is assisting
in regional feature films.

One is an eight-year-old child named Shaam. It is a
pleasure to celebrate, not to listen to his mother, without
displeasing him. His grandfather was always worshiping
God. He always worshiped God in the evening. He used
to meet God once in the evening. It will be completed
and today it will be completed.

Akshay Vaskar As Director in 45 short films,
As Assistant Director in 28 short films,
As AD in 5 T.V Serials
As ADin 2 Marathi Movies.

Insured' death 'Two amateur friends plan a fake death
for the insurance money to lead a comfortable life. But
their ‘perfect’ plan ends up backfiring in the most epic
fashion, leading to an interesting turn of events.'

SAPTARAJ & SHIVA comes from Engineering
Academics. They have been in Mumbai working on
commercials, Music Videos and short films. Directed
45 music videos, Digital Ad films, Short films for Zee5
and SonyLiv, Edited Promo For films and shows,
Assisted in Feature films.

Sometimes our mind ignores the Reality. Many of us are
suffering from loneliness in this crowded world.A lonely
women use to talk to her husband over whats-app and
one day she doesn't get reply from his husband and after
that she does something which will leave you stunned.

Pratik Sharma An Aspiring filmmaker from Jaipur
working with a team of 5 People(Rj14 Creations). He
has worked on several short films and also worked as
an additional assistant Director with some Bollywood
Movies.

A scary peon tries to scare new recruited doctor at a
hospital, will she dance to his tunes

India

Akash Goila I am an Award Winning Freelance Film
Director, Film Producer, Screenplay and Story Writer,
Music Composer, Short Film and Music Distributor.
Dum Dum Dumroo (Short)
Bedhab, Dark Brew (Short)

Short Fiction

Jasmin Pivic is a director and writer, known for E I G H
T D A Y (2018), Condemned to failure (2013) and One
Way Ticket (2015).

Short Fiction
15

How hard is making breakfast? Rafael and a woman
sleep pleasurably until an cell alarm interrupts them. He
tries to get out of bed but she traps him with her arms
while still asleep. He must sneak away without waking
her up to make breakfast. It’s not easy; everything seems
to be against him, even his love for her.

from

Romania

Animation
16

Cat Noir

7 Min.

from

Switzerland

Short Fiction
17

Chaabii (Key)

14 Min.

from

India

Short Fiction
18

19

Chhotu

Chuchotage

17 Min.

17 Min.

from

from

Hungary

Short Fiction
20

21

Chyanti

Coffee? Coffee!

18 Min.

7 Min.

from

from

India

22

Deva tula shodhu kuthe
(Where do you find God)

Short Fiction
14 Min.

from

India

Short Fiction
23

Dhatt Tere ki Insurance

13 Min.

from

India

Short Fiction
24

Double Tick

8 Min.

from

India

Short Fiction
25

26

Dum Dum Dumroo

Eight Day

12 Min.

10 Min.

from

from

Bosnia & Herzegovina

Animation
27

Expend

4 Min.

A stop-motion film about a man’s endless hunt for
elusive energy sources in a decaying world.

Bismark Fernandes is a stop-motion filmmaker and
designer from a Goa, India. He completed his M.F.A in
Animation from Savannah College of Art and Design
and is currently residing in New York. he has over
three years of experience in designing and creating
animated content for Television.

Nowaday, the Internet surrounds life. While people enjoy
the convenience, the excessive exposure of personal
information also brings risks. Phone numbers, addresses,
or IDs may fall into the wrong hands. Kiko came across
this. Someone uninvited from the Internet invaded her
life.

Ding Shen

from

United States

Short Fiction
28

Exposure

15 Min.

from

China

Short Fiction
29

Faith

15 Min.

An old widower, former radio operator, perceives
flashing bulb as his late wife's messages from Heavens.

Tatiana Fedorovskaya Born on 23-SEP-1979 in
Magnitogorsk, USSR. After graduation from the local
University in 2004, moved to Moscow, where she
started her actress and artist’s career. She played lead
characters in ten narrative films and TV series.

In a near steampunk future the great film director
Federico Fellini is in trouble with his camera. Totò 'The
Clown' will help him and both will make a 'filmesque'
trip. An art cartoon, a tribute to the cinema.

Vincenzo De Sio was born in Italy. He graduated in
cinematographic disciplines at the "Scuola di Cinema
di Roma". He directs various documentaries and
videoclips and is active both in Italy and in the New
York City.

A short journey through the life of a physically disabled
ten year old boy, living in the southernmost coastal
region of India and his heartfelt love for the game of
football.

Manoj S Nair I am working as R&D engineer in a
central government firm in Kerala.I have been
blogging since 2012.I am passionate about films and
look forward to pursue a career in the industry as a
Film maker/Script Writer.

GSLV Mark3 is a two point of view narration told from a
girl and also the ISRO team who wants to launch their
GSLV mark 3 satellite into the space. There is a beautiful
connect between girl and rocket which is about to
launch.

Dinesh Kumar
Not from a filmy background but learned from my
mistakes. Love to experiment with different genres of
film making in variety of tones

Germany, in the Cold War, as the unthinkable happens:
The people of a small town seek refuge from an
impending nuclear strike in a hermetically sealed fallout
shelter. What for some is their only hope of survival is a
prison to one mother.

Matthias Zucker

Harmless” begins as a crime-thriller and develops into a
dramatic adventure with a little bit of romance thrown
in. It can be seen as a mix between “Bonnie and Clyde”
and “It Happened One Night”.

Vishesh Mankal has been making short films since he
was in college. His first film “Suicide” was made way
back in 2006. It was this film that gave him direction
and got him started on his journey.

Holy CEO is the story of the french man who came to
India, lost everything, became a Hindu monk and now
runs a massive fashion business in Chennai, South India.
Is it really possible to mix spirituality and business in this
way?

Gustav Olsson Has since 2017 made the short film
"Spiral", the card documentary HOLY CEO and the
card documentary series on P3 GOLD the year's artist
Jireel as well as in post production with the card
documentary "Sapera" and the short film "LEKEN".
Gustav has also made several music videos.

We follow a writers' meticulous morning routine that
grows more demanding and ridiculous, exposing the
battle between his large ego and high expectations to
create a work of art. Eventually paralyzed by fear of
failure, he sabotages his own demands.

Wade Shotter

I Reborn, a short silent without dialogues, opens a
window to the world of an undertaker/dom who lives in
isolation with his aged father in the backwaters of the
Bay of Bengal. He carries on his duties as a son taking
care of his immobile father breathing through his
existence.

Manoj Michigan

The artist Loudo should have submitted a commissioned
work some time ago, but he is in a blockade. When he
finally – inspired by his muse – creates a masterpiece, his
manager and his muse get into a violent argument over
the sale of the work. Only too late Loudo realizes what
role he was playing in all this.

Luisa Taraz was born in Hamburg with Iranian roots.
After completing a degree in theatre studies at the
LMU in Munich, she studied acting at the university of
the arts in Zurich. Since graduating, she has worked at
various state theatres.

According to various schools of Indian philosophy, every
action, intent or preparation experienced by an individual
leaves a Samskara (Impression/Impact/Imprint) in the
deeper structure of his or her mind.

Sankalp Rawal has been a Production assistant for
Prakash Jha films and is currently employed as a
Creative Director at 4 Lions Films. He has worked on
Web and TV writing and development projects for
Star(Ishqbaaz), Disney, Hotstar(Tanhaiyaan) and
Balaji.

JOSHI GARU: Testimonies To Editor G D Joshi's Life' is a
multi-lingual short documentary revolving around
Veteran Editor (Late) Govind Dinkar Joshi, who worked
extensively worked primarily in Telugu and Tamil Film
Industries from 1937 to 1981.

Ninad Kulkarni He worked under the mentorship of
National Award-winning Film Critic Baradwaj Rangan
and Pulitzer Finalist Stephanie Zacharek at the Young
Critics Lab. And is also a film submission reviewer for
Le Petit Cannes.

Since none of his footage is available, here is a
Killing Anabella, is a Psycho-Thriller animated short film;
written, directed and produced by Aman Bhanot

Aman Bhanot

from

Russian Federation

Animation
30

Filmesque

3 Min.

from

Italy

Short Fiction
31

Goal...

9 Min.

from

India

Short Fiction
32

GSLV Mark3

6 Min.

from

India

Short Fiction
33

Halcyon Days

30 Min.

from

Germany

Short Fiction
34

Harmless

20 Min.

from

India

Short Fiction
35

Holy Ceo

14 Min.

from

Sweden

36

I Will Not Write
Unless I Am Swaddled In Furs

Short Fiction
7 Min.

from

New Zealand

Short Fiction
37

I, Reborn

21 Min.

from

India

Short Fiction
38

Idol

9 Min.

from

Germany

Short Fiction
39

Impressions

12 Min.

from

India

40

Joshi Garu Testimonies
To Editor G D Joshi's Life

Documentary
10 Min.

from

India

Animation
41

Killing Anabella

13 Min.

from

Mexico

India

With the increasing influence of electronic gadgets, we
are moving away from books. In other words, we can say
that the books are getting away from us. Earlier, libraries
were the largest centres of knowledge, science, fiction,
literature etc.

Kamlesh K Mishra Working independently in AudioVisual media in Delhi & Mumbai for the past several
years.Just finished his debut short film titled
“KITAAB”, staring veteran actor Tom Alter. Currently
working on his debut feature film titled AZAMGARH,
staring PANKAJ TRIPATHI..

A war torn soldier riddled with guilt and PTSD must face
his hallucinations, the guilt of him killing people changed
his life in a worst way.

Swati Goyal

Short Fiction

LOVE SONG: THE TRIUMPH AND TRAGEDY OF
TCHAIKOVSKY is based on ground-breaking research by
Tchaikovsky aficionado Ian Woodward. The docudrama
reveals for the first time the heart-breaking true story.

Ian Woodward Former showbusiness correspondent
Ian Woodward appeared regularly on the BBC as
presenter (among others) of Radio 2’s Jazz in Britain
contributor to Radio 4’s Woman’s Hour.

Short Fiction
42

43

Kitaab

Left Behind

25 Min.

7 Min.

from

from

Canada

Short Fiction
44

Love Song

7 Min.

from

United Kingdom

a deaf-and-dumb girl lives with her father on a polish
village. She’s studying and helping her father with
running the farm. But her dream is to dance - she gets a
chance to attend exams to a prestigious dance school.
However, to make this dream come true she has to
oppose to her father. Will she have enough strength ?

Laura Mielczarek - film director and scriptwriter.
Third year undergraduate of film directing studies at
the Warsaw Film School. Maja” étude, which was
awarded at the Manchester Kinofilm Festival (2017 Eurocine category award). As a film creator she is
interested in psychological cinema.

A low-caste rural boy from interior India goes to attend
the local political leader’s son’s wedding, along with his
mother and two siblings, excited at the prospect of
having a grand meal, especially his favourite ice-cream.

Sarmistha Maiti and Rajdeep Paul are independent
filmmakers, alumni of Satyajit Ray Film and Television
Institute (SRFTI),The duo has written and directed
several documentary films, short fiction films, PSA,
Animation and New Media films etc.

A Street violinist (a busker) gets ready to play in his usual
spot just like he does every day to try and make a living.
His clothes are shabby, his violin case is worn. And then
we hear beautiful music, exquisitely played.

Josemari Martínez Director (company) at Calabaza
FILMS he is a director and writer, known for Que el
fin del mundo te pille bailando 2018 (Short), 2017
Decisiones (Short), 2017 Escort (Short), 2015
Herederas (Short), 2015 Perdición (Short), 2014
Huellas (Short), 2013 Calabazas (Short).

Somshubhro and Aalo are a happily married couple from
Kolkata. But every marriage comes with its own secrets.
What is the secret in their relationship and how far can
one go for the sake of love?

SAPTARAJ & SHIVA comes from Engineering
Academics. They have been in Mumbai working on
commercials, Music Videos and short films. Directed
45 music videos, Digital Ad films, Short films for Zee5
and SonyLiv, Edited Promo For films and shows,
Assisted in Feature films.

India

Midnight Run is a realistic drama that takes place over
the span of one single night. It revolves around a young
boy who comes out from a scrap yard on a festive night
and reaches a road. To achieve his goal, he is compelled
to hitch a ride with a trucker.

Remya Raj Born in India, studied film making, in
which she holds a Post Graduate Degree in Visual
Communication at the Cochin University,kerala, India.
She works as a screenwriter, director and
producer.Her debut short movie 'Midnight Run' has
been selected INDIAN PANORAMA of IFFI 2018.

Short Fiction

The story is about how Chumki, an 11 year old girl feels
that the ultimate way of making her war-veteran
grandfather happy is by creating a war

Tanisha Agarwal, a student of Whistling Woods
International, graduating in B.A in Film- Making
(Direction). I have always been a film lover and
turning stories into reality has always been my dream.
I have made short film ‘Maheena’ which has been
recognized in some of the film festivals.

Seven year old Esteban lives with his Turkish father on an
untidy farm in France. Coming home from the river with
a trout, Esteban finds his father gasping for air like a fish
out of water. Everything gets mixed up in the boy's
magical imagination: he must save the fish to save his
father.

Britta Potthoff, Britta Potthoff

An observational take on people who sell funeral
supplies on the streets of Ahmedabad. From the process
of making a Nanami (bier) to the customer negotiation
while selling it, is the life of the people selling these
Nanamis.

Kunika Kharat is studying Film and Video
communication at (NID), Gujarat, India. Kunika’s
journey as a film maker started two years back when
she joined the course. She believes films are strong
mediums of telling stories as you can re-create reality
and capture it forever.

a teenage girl, who likes to live in the moment and her
relationship with a boy she madly loves. One night while
returning from a movie, she somehow manages to
escape an unsuccessfull rape attempt but the aftermath
teaches her more about the place of love and her own
self in life.

Neha Maheshwari has done her masters in mass

A lone boy wanders the desolate wastes that once were
his homeland. A catastrophic event scorched the surface
of Earth and took everything from him, everything except
his dignity. He wants to find a place for a proper burial of
his younger brother he carries on his back.

Marek Leszczewski He studied theatre arts and art
history at the University of Łódź. Currently he is a 3
year student majoring in film directing at the Warsaw
Film School. Furthermore he is a creator of short
feature films and music videos.

A day in Equal's life, post the 2008 financial crisis.

Adam Karst Adam had the privilege of exploring vast
cultures around the world. Stumbling into the world
of acting in New York as a psychological treatment, he
was drawn to the story telling part of filmmaking and
the impact it can have on others.

When I arrived in Kasul ( a town in northern India) at
night after a long trip, pretty close to the beginning of my
journey, I was struck for the very first time with a deep
sorrow that would not go away.

Avi Mazliah
Director, Actor, Dancer, Choreographer, Musician,
Filmmaker

Raakh Ko Dhua is built around a major recurring theme in
the song: faces. The narrative depicts the life of an acid
attack victim and a victim of domestic violence. We see
the acid attack victim, not as a sad..

Pranit Sahni is a BTech. After being oblivious to the
beauty of cinema for the first 18 years of his life, he
fell in love with films after joining college. He
completed his degree but managed to make multiple
student short films that won him numerous awards at
various college level festivals.

An expelled medical student and a corrupt doctor, both
at the polar ends of a medical entrance scam - come
across each other on a stormy night and are forced to
confront their respective moralities.

Pratik Thakare is a student of Direction & Screenplay
Writing at Satyajit Ray Film & Television Institute
Kolkata, one of the premier film institutes in India. He
completed his graduation in Electronic Media from
Devi Ahilya University, Indore and has made several
short films since.
Rohit Chauhan A writer since decade ,written many
TV shows, Films,TVC etc as associate writer, assisted
leading bollywood directors as Assistant director in
various films.

India

'Rang Biranga Anaar’ is an emotional drama that talks
about the struggle of a family in a financial mess. A sixyear-old boy who lost his father and still is hopeful that in
spite of difficult situation his mother and uncle will
struggle hard to make ends meet.

Short Fiction

When Nancy suffers from a sudden cardiac arrest in a
morning, her only chance of survival lies in the hands of
her oblivious five years old son Asser.

Mahmoud Samir, Youssef Mahmoud is a filmmaker
and online film critic based in Cairo, Egypt. He's a
senior student at the High Cinema Institute at the
Directing Program in Cairo. His first documentary
short Emmanuel was selected in the 34th BUFF
International Film Festival in Malmo.

Short Fiction
45

Maja

12 Min.

from

Poland

Short Fiction
46

Malai (Ice-cream)

15 Min.

from

India

47

May The End Of The
World Catch You Dancing

Short Fiction
10 Min.

from

Spain

Short Fiction
48

Mehmaan

20 Min.

from

India

Short Fiction
49

50

Midnight Run

Mission Dadu

15 Min.

15 Min.

from

from

India

Short Fiction
51

My father the fish

15 Min.

from

France, Germany

Documentary
52

Nanami

15 Min.

from

India

Short Fiction
53

New Girl

30 Min.

from

India

Short Fiction
54

Nuclear Shadows

15 Min.

from

Poland

Short Fiction
55

Plasmatic Day

10 Min.

from

United States

56

Put That Away
and Talk To Me

Music Video
5 Min.

from

Israel

Music Video
57

Raakh Ko Dhua

8 Min.

from

India

Short Fiction
58

Rachis

12 Min.

from

India

Short Fiction
59

60

Rang Biranga Anaar

Red Velvet

communication. She has worked as assistant director under
various people including Zee Network before making her
own short-film.
Ankit Sharma Coming from Engineering
background,focused on Independent Filmmaking and has
made various short-films and web-series Here's Another Story.

20 Min.

15 Min.

from

from

Egypt

Carlos’ crisis seems to get worse when he gets home and
finds out that his dog, Rocco, bit the neighbors’ son.
Although his son, Luis, tries to prove his dog is not guilty,
Carlos’ neighbors threaten him by the possibility of
expelling the dog out of the building.

Gerard Nogueira Bonet was born in 1994, Barcelona.
He studied the university degree of Cinema and
Media in ESCAC (Escola Superior de Cinema i
Audivisuals de Catalunya), specialized in film direction
(2012-2016). “ROCCO” is his first incursion in short
films.

A nostalgic ink-maker struggles to let go of his age-old
shop to the changing times while his son struggles to
hold on to his fascination with the past until both are
forced to accept change in the wake of a new age.

Pramati Anand A Communication Design graduate
from National Institute of Fashion Technology (NIFT),
Mumbai, Pramati's creative journey revolves around
exploring Stories, People and Places through travel
and audio-visual media.

Sare jahan se acha” is a story of little girl who has a little
secret stored inside her little heart, a secret that breaks
her heart into a million pieces when she thinks about it.
The movie uses Iqbal’s famous tarana-e-hind to
showcase the ground reality of a nation called great by
many.

Gurprasad Singh

Set in future, an artist faces a dilemma of taking a simple
decision whose outcomes might not be that simple.

Ajay Dahiya

Tale of a workless barber on a rainy sunday forms the
crux of the story .

Karuppiah Chockalingam

During a train ride, Theo remembers how he and his dad
played chess for the first time and went on a sailing trip.
Happy memories, until they speak about Theo's dead
mom. Theo feels responsible for her death. Then destiny
strikes again.

Gerrit Magnus Beduhn Born 1992 in Rendsburg,
Schleswig-Holstein, Gerrit was interested in movies
and television early on in his youth. With his friends
he shot his first movie in the garden of his parents'
home. Several movies followed during his time in
school.

This riveting short film touches upon the solitary lives of
walking and breathing scarecrows in villages of
Punjab,India and his life changing effect on spoiled rich
young man.

Dabboo Malik originally a music composer and actor,
has been part of the Hindi film industry for over three
generations. Having acted in films like ‘Baazigar’ and
‘Tiranga’ and composed music for over 40 films, his
passion for filmmaking led to his debut short ‘Siri’.

An Indian immigrant girl accompanies her father to a
casting for a Mexican television commercial looking for
an ‘exotic’ man.

Shalini Adnani is a writer and director born in
Santiago de Chile to Indian parents and a graduate of
Bard College. She initially worked in journalism and
publishing gradually finding a passion in cinema. She
is a London Film School and Berlinale Talents alumni
(2018).

Sparrow is the lyrical story of a small boy who believes he
can fly. However, his life is overshadowed by the legend
of his grandfather who died a hero in World War Two. In
unravelling the truth behind what happened, the boy
discovers the strength to stand up to the bullies in his
world, in an unexpected way.

Welby Ings is a Professor in Design at Auckland
University of Technology. He is an elected Fellow of
the British Royal Society of Arts, He is an awardwinning designer, film-maker and playwright. His
short films have been long-listed for the Oscars and
selected in competition at over 50 international film festivals.

A man receives a call that turns his world upside down
and does his best to deal with the after math.

Marc De Vinci is a Vancouver based photographer. He
wrote, filmed, directed and edited his short. He really
hopes he can find collaborators for his next film.

France

Anjali has just learned that her father has promised to
marry her without her consent. He had to accept under
the pressure of the family of the groom, under penalty of
dishonor of the family if he does not respect the will of
the elders. Anjaly feels like she's having a nightmare.

Logan Boubady I'm a french director living in Paris
whose parents are from South India.
I worked for a few music videos, ads and mashups.
I was the second unit director on a medium-length
feature called "BLOOD DUST"

Animation

Bevardis Graves is a war veteran suffering from Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder,attempting to make one last
conquest before the end.

Dhruva Prasad Devara is a 23 year old,final year
animation design student studying at MIT Institute of
Design,Pune,India. Born in Hyderabad,he has always
been passionate about making and telling stories.

Nature is truly beautiful. It gifts us with life. It lets us
breathe, love and laugh. And yet it can also be cruel. It
takes our lives and tears to pieces. What remains is
darkness, pain and death.

Konstantin Egerndorfer At the age of 16 he
completed his first internship on the set of the talk
show "Fliege". This was followed by another
internship in the unit management department of the
ZDF feature film "Annas Albtraum kurz nach 6"
directed by Roland Suso Richter.

A man encounters his emotional past when a tragic
incident occurs. The unpleasant remembrance triggers
his urge to contribute towards a human cause.

Anand Singh Chauhan, Sayed Sharafat Ali

Former NSG Commander and Mumbai Terror Attack
survivor unexpectedly committed suicide after 9 years.
Wife and famous writer is reluctant to provide
information to authorities.

John Thimothy is an Indo-Canadian Filmmaker was
born in Kerala, India from a working-class Christian
family to Mr VS.Thimothy and VJ.Elizabeth. He
received his BSN Degree from the renowned Rajiv
Gandhi medical university India.

We live in a society full of prejudices, stereotypes and
labels. Sometimes we are unfairly labeled by others.

José Luis López Ortiz While other children played ball
and ran along the streets, Jose Luis Lopez was a child
who liked to observe everything that happened inside
and outside his world.
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Christian Werner

Germany

Klaus Myra (64) volunteers as Santa Claus, about to quit
this job. The night before Christmas, a final call brings
him to the pediatric intensive care unit. In order to fulfill
the last wish of a little dying girl, he changes into his
costume one more time.

Short Fiction

A lower middle class man searches for the ticket of his
existence in the socioeconomic scenario of daily Indian
city life.

Abhik Das is an independent filmmaker. He has learnt
film-making by reading books, internet and selfexperience.Filmography:
1. The Doors (Dorja) in April 2014 (Short)
2. The Gift (Upohar) in March 2017 (Short)
3. Ticket in December 2018 (Short)

Pride and a broken heart are the forces that drive TNT, a
has-been boxer who never made it to the top. To get his
hands on some cash he accepts a dodgy deal to fix his
last fight. Only moments before stepping into the ring it
becomes clear that loosing the fight will be tougher for
him than expected.

Mark Gerstorfer
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An arrogant businessman is stuck in the elevator of his
office building for four days. This event will take an
unexpected turn and change him forever.

Pascal Stervinou After having directed several Super 8
films in his teenage years, Pascal Stervinou studied
cinema in Paris
He is currently developing a series that will mix
animation and live footage, All For Nuts, two
webseries and his first feature film.

The lives of two girls changes with one phone call.

Anupama Sirsalewala & Gaurav Gupta Anupama
Sirsalewala dabbles in advertising for a living. She
loves writing short films, stories and poems but
cinema is her life. She eats, sleeps, breathes, walks
and talks movies.

Yakku, a twelve year old boy, dreams to be like his father
who works as a truck driver. The only difference, Yakku
wants to become an "aeroplane driver". His father
wholeheartedly supports his naive but honest dream.

Jitendra Borhade is working as Independent
Cinematographer for Feature Films, India
Jitendra Borhade has worked with some prominent
Cinematographer in the industry - Binod Pradhan,
Santosh Thundiyil, Jay Oza, Sylvester Fonseca, Pratik
Shah, Tanay Satam, Vikram Amladi..

Vitor, a retired craftsman, leaves his home one morning
for his usual coffee break. When he returns he finds a
family of four living in his apartment. Weirdly, it seems as
if they had been living there for quite some time.

Paul Portell

Water Conservation
and Aquaculture village- nallajerla mandal, west
godavari, Andhra Pradesh

Sanjay Bansal is expert of audio visual sector, having
experience 20 years he has made more then 250
documentaries, 100 coeporate films, video spots,
radio pots, serial for doordharshan, zee salam & news
based current affairs programm etc.

Non dialogue short movie.Having only one actor.
Its an inspiration theme.
This movie is about the boy who got stuck in a terrace

Anilraj K V

In the middle of Roger’s dentist appointment, his dentist
has a heart attack. Will Roger save his life?

Mario Garza After spending his childhood in Mexico,
Mario got a scholarship to complete his college
degree in Miami. he found luck as an advertising
creative. He has worked at the best advertising
agencies in the world, such as Wieden + Kennedy
AKQA, BBH, etc. Where his work has won numerous
awards.
Aayush Dudhiya

WOH is based on Hindu methodologies which will
definitely scare you.

Rajat Sharma is an IT guy whose passion has driven
him so far and due to this he has made WOH, which is
his fourth movie after Zero Hour, A Hotel Room and
Incident.

Old woman recollects her past after surviving in the flood
calamity.
After losing her family along with rest of the village; she
is distraught with grief and is in search of a new pastures.

Amalendu Kaushik
4th year animation film design student at National
Institute Of Design, India.
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If there are any information/spelling is incorrect or wrong then plz inform us immediaetly, we will rectify in this list.
If any filmmaker want to change any upadate regarding his/her film info, synopsis, picture in this list then please write to us before 25th February.
Our Entire Screening Schedule of these films will be declare on 25th February 2019.
If any filmmaker or team wish to join this festival. Please inform us as soon as poissible.
Please maintain the decorum of the auditorium during the screening & programme in the auditorium.
Eatables are not allowed in the auditorium. Lunch will be ordered after the audience's confirmation.
All travelling, accommodation, food and any other miscellaneous expenses will have to be borne by you/delegate himself for attending 3rd JFW 2019.
Your kind presence & co-operation is solicited during this film festival.
At the closing ceremony of this film festival we will felicitate all filmmakers with an “Official Selection Certificate”

10 The Closing Ceremony of 3rd JAIPUR FILM WORLD 2019 will be held on 7th April 2019 at 7 PM.
11 All rights reserved with Jaipur Film World & KAARYAT.
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